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RECONSTRUCTION OF MONROE STREET BRIDGE NE
OVER CSXT AND WMATA RAILROADS
Washington, D.C.

Executive Summary
The Monroe Street Bridge carries Monroe Street over
Brookland-CUA Metro Station as well as WMATA and
CSXT tracks and is located in northeast Washington,
D.C. between 8th and 9th Streets NE. The existing bridge
was originally constructed in 1931 and underwent major
reconstruction in 1974. Since its reconstruction, the
condition of the bridge has worsened. Given the location
of the Monroe Street Bridge, it plays a crucial role in
providing access to the Brookland neighborhood as well
as Catholic University.
Parsons was selected in 2015 by the District of Columbia
Department of Transportation (DDOT) to provide a
context sensitive design for the reconstruction of the
Monroe Street Bridge so as to better blend this gateway
bridge with the “artistic temperament” of the Brookland
community. In addition to designing the bridge structure,
it was necessary to relocate existing utilities, add new
traffic signals and sidewalks and provide landscaping
improvements for the three-block area between 7th and
10th Streets NE.
In December 2015, inspections revealed an accelerated
rate of deterioration of the existing three-span bridge
when the top portion of existing prestressed concrete
box beams collapsed at multiple locations, developing
longitudinal cracks along the bridge. Emergency repair
was performed on the bridge. In coordination with
DDOT, the design of the bridge was fast tracked in
order to replace the bridge as quickly as possible and
minimize the traffic impacts to the growing Brookland
neighborhood.
Parsons completed the bridge design and all scoped
improvements in less than six months from notice to
proceed to final design and delivered design documents
to DDOT. DDOT retained Parsons as Engineer of
Record (EOR) to provide engineering services during
construction. The construction work started in Summer
of 2017 and the construction of the new bridge was
completed in 2019.
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Project Description

PROJECT PROFILE
Client:
District Department of Transportation (DDOT)
Role of Entrant's Firm:
Parsons Transportation Group; Design Engineer (Bridge,
Roadway, Stormwater Management, Traffic Design)
Prime Contractor:
Fort Myer Construction Corporation
Roles of Other Consultants:
Geotechnical: GeoConcepts Engineering
Surveying: Rice Associates
Landscaping: Lee & Associates
Public Outreach: Tina Boyd & Associates

PROJECT FACTS
• Multimodal design of DDOT structures, roadways,
sidewalks, traffic
• Local public involvement
• Extensive stakeholder coordination
• Technical challenges to meet geometric restraints of
adjacent facilities
• Fast-tracked schedule

The existing Monroe Street Bridge was a three-span
prestressed concrete box girder bridge supported by
two reinforced concrete abutments and two reinforced
concrete piers, all supported by shallow foundations.
The bridge structure carries Monroe Street NE over
Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority (WMATA)
and CSXT tracks, as well as the Brookland-CUA Metro
platform. The existing bridge is about 122 feet long and
66 feet wide.
The Monroe Street Bridge spans over four CSXT tracks
and two WMATA tracks. Design of the bridge had to
satisfy the minimum vertical clearance of 23 feet and 15
feet for CSXT and WMATA, respectively. Due to existence
of WMATA’s Brookland-CUA Metro Station, the WMATA
tracks are located under the middle span and CSXT
tracks are located on the outside spans (Spans 1 and
3). To meet the 23-foot minimum vertical clearance over
CSXT,the existing vertical profile was largely maintained.
The location of the bridge with respect to 8th NE and
9th Street NE resulted in a hump vertical profile with
8.2% and 6.78% grades, which are significant geometric
constraints. Other major constraints were the existence
of utility pipes such as Washington Gas and Verizon duct
banks underneath the deck overhangs as well as Pepco
power lines and poles above bridge deck.
The bridge presents a gateway into the Brookland
neighborhood, and as such, plays a major role in

Existing Monroe Street Bridge plans from the 1970s
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lane in each direction plus a sidewalk.
In close collaboration with DDOT and extensive
stakeholder coordination with CSXT, WMATA, PEPCO,
Washington Gas, Verizon, DC Water, and members of
the Brookland community, the Parsons team evaluated
multiple solutions such as variations of an entirely
new bridge and reconstruction of the existing bridge
by replacing the superstructure and rehabilitating the
existing substructure. Due to the emergency nature of
the project, the option of superstructure replacement
and rehabilitation of existing substructure was selected
and the project's design phase was fast-tracked, with
Parsons submitting final design drawings within three
months of submitting the Time, Size and Location (TS&L)
plans. The new design consisted of a bridge profile that
matched the existing bridge profile. Shallow steel girders
were designed in order to provide the required minimum
23 feet of clearance over CSXT.

directing the traffic through the neighborhood. Due to
heavy traffic use, the condition of the existing bridge
deteriorated to a level that raised concerns. Per the
2015 bi-annual inspection report, the bridge elements
such as deck, superstructure, and substructure were all
rated as 5 “fair condition”. The situation worsened
when the top member of box girders collapsed on
multiple locations along the bridge. Consequently, the
decision was made to fast track the design schedule
and the Parsons team was up to the challenge!

ORIGINAL OR INNOVATIVE APPLICATION OF NEW
OR EXISTING TECHNIQUES
The Monroe Street Bridge reconstruction was complex
as it required creative evaluation and construction
techniques. Due to geometric constraints, CSXT and
WMATA work site restrictions, maintaining flow of traffic
in and out of the Brookland neighborhood, maintaining
existing utilities under service during construction, and
the emergency condition of the bridge, the Parsons team
evaluated multiple options and construction approaches
in order to maintain the flow of traffic with at least one

The bridge rehabilitation design required a complex
sequence of construction phasing to ensure that traffic
was maintained during all phases of construction.
Spanning over CSXT tracks meant that the demolition
of the existing bridge and erection of new steel girders
had to be completed in coordination with flaggers and
without impacting the serviceability of the CSXT tracks
underneath the bridge at Spans 1 and 3. Spanning
over WMATA tracks meant that construction work could
only be performed during non-revenue hours. As part
of project design requirements, CSXT required that the
existing minimum vertical clearance of 23 feet should
be maintained during the construction phasing. This
resulted in use of stay-in-place forms instead of the
preferred protection shield.
To maintain operation of the existing Verizon duct banks
and a 12-inch Washington Gas pipe during construction,
temporary support structure elements were designed to
protect the "live" utility lines.
Following the design phase, Parsons, as the engineer of
record (EOR), was tasked by DDOT to review and oversee
the bridge and roadway construction work. During the
erection of the beams, the Parsons team was present at
the site to oversee and assess the erection of the beams
given the sensitivity and condition of existing bridge.
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FUTURE VALUE TO THE ENGINEERING
PROFESSION AND PRECEPTION OF THE PUBLIC
The Parsons team continuously worked with
stakeholders and the community, during the design and
construction phases of the project, to ensure public
awareness and minimize the impact to the community
while adhering to the highest safety standards. Monroe
Street Bridge, in addition to offering a new bridge
structure to the community with an extended 75-year
service life, provided notable improvements. Installation
of new traffic signals at the intersection of Monroe Street
and 8th Street NE significantly improves the safety of the
pedestrians and bikers within the community. Members
of the public were continuously kept abreast of design
and construction progress through project-specific
digital communication tools such as a dedicated project
website, emails, and text messages.
The team held numerous meetings with the public,
government, and private agencies to discuss the project
progress and address any concerns and communicate
goodwill efforts.
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SOCIAL, ECONOMIC, AND SUSTAINABLE DESIGN
CONSIDERATIONS
As part of the project improvements the following
improvements were implemented during the
construction phase:
yy Superstructure replacement including improved
fencing and substructure repair: To improve context
sensitive design of the bridge, a unique fence
system (called “invisible fence”) was used at the
Monroe Street Bridge. This fence system attracted
a lot of positive feedback from the members of the
community.
yy New pedestrian lighting on the bridge: To improve
sustainability, LED light poles were installed within the
limits of the project to improve safety and visibility.
yy Traffic signal optimization: Safety has been a major
concern at the intersection of 8th Street NE and
Monroe Street. Since 8th Street NE connects bike and
pedestrian traffic from south side of Monroe Street to
Metropolitan Branch Trail on the north side of Monroe
Street, the need for traffic signal was identified early
on and through coordination with the community
and to their satisfaction, this intersection has been
signalized.
yy Relocation of power lines to underneath bridge
and removal of Pepco poles between 8th and 9th
Streets: Upgraded utility lines provide increased
reliability for neighborhoods on both sides of the
bridge, and increased capacity for future development
in nearby neighborhoods.
yy Sidewalk improvements along Monroe and 8th
Streets: While the south sidewalk will not be wider
than the existing sidewalk, the utility poles have
been removed (the existing utilities have been
undergrounded), as a result, there will be more
pedestrian space on the south sidewalk.
yy Landscape improvements along Monroe and
8th Streets: Additional landscaping along Monroe
Street will add value to revitalized neighborhood and
contributes to DDOT’s aim of adding green space
throughout the city.

COMPLEXITY
The project faced many design and construction
challenges. The profile of the bridge is constrained by
the intersections on both ends and the required vertical
clearance of 23 feet over the CSXT tracks below. The
existing bridge had a tight crest curve and sag curves
from the approaching intersections, which created
relatively steep grades and limited sight distance. The
existing right turning movement from the WMATA Bus
Loop Entrance to Monroe Street was tight for WMATA
bus operation. Accessibility in this area was a challenge
along these grades as well as maintaining accessibility
to the WMATA station platform during the construction.
The project required improved sidewalk accessibility
without acquiring additional right-of-way.
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Because of the high volumes of autos, buses, bicycles,
and pedestrians ,the project represented significant
maintenance of traffic challenges. During construction,
two-way road traffic across the bridge (with the exception
of very limited short-term shutdown), utility service, and
railroad operations had to be maintained. Providing
access to the WMATA bus loop, residences, and
commercial buildings near Monroe St NE and 9th St NE
provided particular challenges.
The bridge runs over both the CSXT and WMATA train
tracks, and carries several utility lines (communications,
gas, and electric). This added another level of complexity
to the bridge reconstruction, as construction work tasks
were coordinated with each organization — both the
train tracks and utility lines are “live”, and certain work
could only proceed once the project team obtained the
required approvals. This was a constant challenge.

EXCEEDING CLIENT / OWNER NEEDS
During the design phase, a multidisciplinary approach
and innovative design effort was required to reconstruct
this bridge for a 75-year life expectancy. Parsons also
had to accommodate an accelerated construction
plan and extensive stakeholder coordination due to
the bridge’s location within a dense urban community,
with limited right-of-way and adjacency to both CSXT
and WMATA railroad tracks, as well as the Metropolitan
Branch Trail (a pedestrian and bicycling trail).
The Parsons team rose to the challenge when the
situation of the bridge became critical in December
of 2015. Having started the preliminary design and
evaluation of potential alternatives in Fall of 2015,
Parsons worked closely with DDOT to fast track the
project. Final bridge reconstruction design, roadway
design and maintenance of traffic plans as well as
stormwater management and lighting designs were
delivered within three months of DDOT’s notice to
proceed with the final design. During the design,
Parsons also identified the need for traffic signals at the
intersection of 8th and Monroe Streets. In coordination
with DDOT and due to the emergency nature of the
project, Parsons proceeded with its recommendation
to design traffic signals at the intersection of 8th and
Monroe Streets and delivered design drawings as part of
final design.

Given the size of the project, the Monroe Street Bridge
Project had its unique set of challenges:
• Constrained work area in a dense urban environment
• Limited existing vertical clearance of 23 feet be
maintained during construction and for final design
• Keeping existing utility lines "Live" during the
construction work
• Maintaining vehicular and pedestrian traffic
(including WMATA Metro bus service) during bridge
reconstruction
• Work over active CSXT freight rail traffic
• Perform construction work during WMATA nonrevenue hours
• Constrained vertical geometry within bridge footprint
with vertical grade in excess of 8.0%

This project required extensive coordination with CSXT,
WMATA, Washington Gas, Pepco, Verizon, RCN as well as
members of the community and private developers that
worked in this neighborhood. The Parsons team led all
coordination efforts during the design phase.
The Reconstruction of Monroe Street Bridge project
exemplifies how a project can benefit all parties involved.
The Parsons team provided the solutions that DDOT was
specifically seeking and in process met all the design
criteria and project requirements.
The design project was completed in 2016 and on time
and within the allocated budget. The construction of
the bridge is complete, and project close out is set for
November 2019.
Parsons did a great job meeting schedule
requirement[s] on this project.
– Aidin Sarabi, DDOT Project Manager
PROJECT FEES AND SCHEDULE
Project Design Fee
$1.6 M
Budgeted Construction Cost
$12.8 M
Actual Construction cost
$12.7 M
Design Completion Date
November 2016
Construction Close out Date
November 2019
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